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this month’s project
in association with

The first of our Resene series looks
at quick and cost-effective ways to
transform your bedroom
In the bedroom, it is important to choose colours that are
conducive to sleeping. Most light and pastel shades are ideal
for bedrooms; blue in particular is popular because of its
soothing qualities. Dark shades will make a cavernous bedroom
feel cosier – just make sure you adjust the lighting to suit. And,
if you have trouble getting up in the morning, an invigorating
accent paint colour or wallpaper might be just what you need!
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Personalise your walls
Paint a blackboard wall with Resene
Blackboard Paint – it looks fabulous in
black or choose from the range of bold
Resene colours. Or you can use Resene
Write-on Wall Paint to create a coloured
whiteboard – ideal for to-do lists, important
dates or writing notes to loved ones. Pick
a feature wall or use your wardrobe doors
for a subtler effect.

Indulge your inner fantasy
Use one of those colours you love, but
aren’t brave enough to use elsewhere,
inside your wardrobe. Think hot red such as
Resene ‘Red Hot’ or go wild with Resene
‘Material Girl’. Just like the bold fabric inside
a jacket or the coloured interior of a shoe, this
pop of colour is purely for your enjoyment.
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COLOURS ARE AS CLOSE TO TRUE AS THE PRINTING PROCESS ALLOWS

Small details count
Refurbish or upcycle furniture using Resene
Colorwood Whitewash for a Scandinavian
look or Resene paint tinted to your favourite
colour. Paint an art canvas, frames and
ornaments using Resene testpots in
complementary colours to complete the look.
When you feel like a change, you can paint
them another colour quickly and cheaply.
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Dress your windows
To retain warmth in winter and keep the sun
out on those early summer mornings, choose
Resene Curtain Collection curtains with
thermal/blockout lining. Available in a range
of modern and classic designs, each Resene
Curtain Collection fabric comes with
complementary Resene colour suggestions to
help you put together your colour scheme.
Complement with dreamy Resene voiles to
soften the sunlight and protect furnishings.

MATERIALS

View samples and get more inspiration at your Resene
ColorShop or reseller, www.resene.co.nz,
0800 RESENE (737 363).

